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For many years the Dairy Industry I
healthy and strong on milk-one of
have. With The Project Club it is
stimulated by this series of books,
Project Club members not only le
build up a reserve of information
life-whatever they decide to do..
way of feeding your body, and layi
the future, so the Club provides pJ
basis for a career or a lifelong inter
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has been helping young bodies to grow
`the most natural and valuable foods we

branching out: young minds will be
each written by an expert in his field.

.arn useful techniques and facts, they
which will be useful to them in later

Just as a daily 'pinta' is an unbeatable
ing the foundations for a healthy life in
irojects for members which can be the
'est.

PART ONE

Learning about transistor radios
The first radio receivers for home listening were crystal sets,
using a special type of crystal material which could detect radio
signals sent out by a broadcast station. They were very crude,
difficult to get working at all and only the faintest of sounds
could usually be heard in the earphones.

Crystal sets are still made and used today, and their per-
formance has been improved a lot. They work better because
the components are so much better than they were 40 or 50
years ago. The crystal set is an important type of radio because
many of the simpler designs of radio are nothing more than
crystal sets with added components to make the sound louder-
loud enough in most cases to be heard through a loudspeaker
instead of having to listen with earphones.

These extra components are based around valves, or 'tubes'
as the Americans call them, which are rather like an electric light
bulb but very much more complicated. Instead of just heating
up and glovVing, they have other parts which take an electric
signal and magnify it, or sort it out, and finally feed it to the
loudspeaker. A whole string of valves is normally used, connected
together in a special way with resistors and capacitors to produce
the required result.

5



In modern sets, transistors
very much smaller componeni
transistors are needed to do th
they still take up much less s
made smaller. They can also
cost much less than valves.

There is another great adva
work off a low voltage, where,
This means that a transistor
inexpensive dry battery. Valve
batteries, but this time they r
(which is quite expensive) ar
high voltage which makes the
which heats up the valve heal

Valve circuits are out of
radio is cheaper an

well, and requires only a sing1(
will last quite a time for a trans

A transistor radio cannot be
unless it has an extra circuit
voltage from 240 volts to ab
work through a 'mains co
Connecting a transistor radio
the transistors and ruin the s
described in later parts are ba
them to the mains to save yo
is also much safer than makir
get an electric shock from it.
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usually replace valves. They are
ts, and not so complicated. More
ie same job as a set of valves, but
pace. Thus transistor sets can be
be made cheaper, for transistors

rntage that transistors have. They
as a valve requires a high voltage.
radio can work off a small and
e radios can also be worked off
seed both a high vohage battery
id a low voltage battery. It is the

valve work, and the low voltage
ter element.
date for home-made radios. A

Id easier to make, works just as
e 1.5 to 9 volt battery. This battery
sistor radio uses little current.
connected to the mains electricity
designed to cut down the mains
lout 10 volts or less. Or you can
nverter' which does the same job.
directly to the mains would 'blow'
et. All the transistor radios to be
very sets, so never try to connect
lur batteries. Making a battery set
ng a mains set, for you can never

PROJECT

Make a crystal -set

The crystal set is interesting for it uses only a few components
and really can be.made to work. What is more, it does not even
need a battery, unless you want to add transistors to increase
the volume of the sound. It is a very good starting point for
building your own radio receivers, especially if you have not
tackled this sort of thing before.

How to make crystal sets-and how they work-is described
in Project Book No. 147. To get a better knowledge of radio sets,
read this book first and build some of the designs given in it.
You will then find it much easier to make some of the more
advanced radio sets described in this book.
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PART TWO

Learn to solder
To make radio sets properly,
nections between radio comp(
leads to tags or 'bus bars', anc
of wire. All these joints must
good electrical connection.
together may, or may not, proc
set will not work. In fact, 99 t
made radio, built to a proper
is either:

(i) a component has been
(ii) the connections are be
You can easily trace (i) by

lot more difficult to find out
second kind of fault. But this
connections are properly sold,

PROJECT

Get your equipment
Teach yourself to solder b,

first set. This is what you nee'

8

you must be able to solder. Con -
orients are made by soldering their

sometimes by additional lengths
t be soldered if they are to make
Wires which are just twisted

Rice a good connection. Then the
:imes out of a hundred if a home -
design, does not work, the cause

connected up wrongly.
idly made.
checking the connections. It is a
which connection is causing the
fault will not occur at all if all the
ered.

efore you start to assemble your
d:

COLDER TARS

BLOCK OF W000

Fig. 1

SOLDFAING
IRON

(i) A 30 or 40 watt electric soldering iron with a e in. or
1 6 in.diameter bit.

(ii) Some electrical quality cored solder. This looks like soft
silvery wire, about +6- in. diameter, and is sold in coils (on a spool
or in a card box); or in shorter lengths wrapped round a card.

(iii) A small piece of emery paper.
(iv) A dozen or so solder tags.
(v) A dozen tin tacks.
(vi) A block of wood about 2 in. square and 9 to 12 in. long.
(vii) A few feet of 16 gauge enamelled copper wire, or some

old radio components (resistors or capacitors).
Mount the solder tags in line along one edge of the block of

wood, as shown in fig. 1, using tin tacks. Cut off a 6 in. length,

9



of wire and clean the enamel
paper until bright copper met,
dirty, clean that as well with 1
end of the wire through the he

Plug in the electric iron and
that the bit is not touching th
burn. can tell when the irc
tip with the end of the solder
melts only slowly, the iron is
hot the solder should melt and

Now place the tip of the iro
lightly in place. Count 'one-tw
on the other side of the tag.
evenly over the tag covering th
blow on the joint to cool it. If I

over, with a good 'flow' of soli
There are really only two th

is easy to find out why.
(i) If the solder is slow to

the iron is not hot enough. Yot.
enough to heat up. You may
the solder will look rough
evenly. This 'dry joint' is usuall

(ii) The solder melts but GI
the tag. This is because the
Solder will not stick to dirty c
simple. Make sure that both tai
you try solder.

You will probably have disc
gets too hot to hold by the tin
A good soldered joint should b
or so), and then cooled by bl

10

off the last -I- in. with the emery
al shows. If the solder tag looks
the emery paper. Push the bared
)le in the tag and bend back.
leave it to heat up-making sure

le table or anything else it could
on is hot enough by touching the
r. If the solder does not melt, or
not hot enough. When properly
run over the tip immediately.

)n behind the solder tag, pressing
,o', then place the tip of the solder
The solder should melt and run

to bare wire. Remove the iron and
the joint looks bright and even all
der, the joint is a good one.
rings which can go wrong, and it

) melt when pressed on the tag,
J have not left it switched on long
be able to complete a joint, but

and white instead of spreading
ly a bad electrical connection.
ollects in small blobs, or runs off
tag is dirty and needs cleaning.
)r greasy surfaces. The answer is
g and wire are bright clean before

overed one other 'fault'. The wire
ne you have completed the joint.
ie completed quickly (in a second
lowing on it. Leaving the iron in

place too long could conduct so much heat back up the wire
that a component connected to it could be damaged.

PROJECT

Keep practising
Having learnt that lesson you can hold the wire in place with

pliers next time. Practise soldering wires to all the tags until you
can get a good joint every time. If you run out of tags, simply
unsolder the wires and start again. To do this, hold the iron
against the tag until the solder has softened and pull the wire
out. If solder is left filling the hole in the tag, blow this out while
the solder is still molten.

Time how long it takes to make a good soldered joint,
counting 'one -two -three -etc.'. When you get down to 'one-
two -three' and each joint is a good one, you can reckon that
you can solder well enough to build any radio set.

11



o components
sed in the construction of transistor
)rs; capacitors; variable capacitors
sistors or potentiometers (volume
or earpieces; loudspeakers. Plus,

vill be described separately in Part
e the set we need a suitable base
ieet), solder tags, tinned copper
described later.

e insulated wire on ferrite rods or
iey can be bought ready-made in
id your own coils on ferrite rod or
usually more efficient for they are
way. However, home-made coils
will use these for most of the sets

FERRITE SLAB AERIAL COIL

Resistors

Resistors have a cylindrical body, usually ceramic, with a
wire sticking out at each end (see fig. 3). They have different
values from 1 ohm or less up to about 22 million ohms. The
values do not go up in tens but in a series like this
10 12 15 18 22 27 33 39 47 56 68 82
100 120 150 180 220 330 390 470 560 680
820 and 1000.

A value of 1000 ohms would be written as 1 kilohm, or 1Kf2.
The next largest value would be 1.21M, then 1.51q2, and so on,
following the same series as above, up to 1000Kf2.

A value of 10001U/ would be written as 1 megohm or 1Mf2.
The next largest value would be 1 .2M S2, then 1.5MS2, and soon.

The value of the resistor does not determine its size. The size
is the same for a resistor with a value of several megohms as it

13

PART THREE

Identifying radi
Here is a list of components us
radio sets: aerial coils; resist()
(tuning controls); variable re!
controls); diodes; earphones
of course, transistors which 1,0\
Four. In addition, to assembli
material (usually Paxolin sh
wire, and other small parts as

PROJECT

Make your aerial coils
These are wound from fin{

slabs, and look like fig. 2. Th
various sizes, or you can win
ferrite slab. Bought coils are
machine wound in a special
work nearly as well, and we
described later.
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is for one with a value of only '
type o r rating. The type we USE
resistor with a rating of a watt
sub -miniatures can be used.
about 2 in. long by in. diamc
8 in. long by 32 in. diameter. 1
in valve sets, but they are too

Can you see why resistors
size for the same value ? Bec
voltages the resistors have to
which determines the dimensi

PROJECT

Learn the colour code
The value of a resistor is

resistor has three coloured bar
one end (or coloured streaks i
types)-see fig. 3 again. TheE
which you can tell value of th
are mixed up in the same pac
only way of finding out their

The colour code works like
body: The first colour gives ti
value; the second colour give:
tance value; the third colour gi
after the first two numbers.
numbers they stand for:

BLACK 0 or ml
BROWN 1

RED 2
ORANGE 3
YELLOW 4

14

10 ohms, if the resistor is the same
for transistor radios is a miniature

:. Even smaller resistors, known as
A miniature (4 watt) resistor is

ater. A sub -miniature type is about
vluch larger resistors may be used
bulky for transistor sets.
for valve sets have to be larger in
3a use valve sets work on higher
iave a higher rating. It is the rating
ions.

never marked on it. Instead the
nds marked around the body near
n the case of some sub -miniature
se rings provide a colour code by
ie resistor. If a number of resistors
aket they will look the same. The
values is to use the colour code.
this. Reading from the end of the
he first number of the resistance
s the second number of the resis-
ives the number of noughts to put

Here are the colours and the

GREEN
BLUE
VIOLET
GREY
WHITE

5
6
7

8
9

Fig. 4

Now let us see how it works. Suppose the three coloured
rings were brown, blue and orange.

Brown gives the first number = 1
Blue gives the second number = 6
Orange gives the number of noughts to add = 3 or 000.
The value of the resistor must be

1 6 000
or 16,000 ohms or 16 kilohms.

PROJECT

Make your own table
Use the colour code to write out a complete list of colour

rings for resistors from, say 100 ohms up to 22 kilohms. This
will cover all the values we are likely to use. You can then
identify any resistor quickly from this list instead of having to
work out the colour code each time.

Capacitors
Capacitors are made in various types, like those shown in

fig. 4. This time the value is usually marked on the capacitor
itself, so we do not have to work it out. However capacitor values
are given in microfarads (millionths of a farad); or picofarads
(millionths of a millionth of a farad). To save writing this out, or
using a lot of noughts, the value is given by a number followed

15



by pF for picofarads, or 1.1F for
Unlike resistors, capacitors

values. This is because the cc
higher values. Ceramic capai
quite small in size and only s
Paper types, which are larger
values. For larger values, the E
only suitable form of consti
capacitor but has an aluminiu

There is also one other impc
tic capacitor. One end is markE
be connected the right way
connecting to the positive
matter which way round you
or resistors.

Variable capacitors
These are capacitors where

adjust the tuning of a circuit. f
The vane type is usually qui

turning a spindle. This opens c

FIXED YANes

vAt4e TYPE
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SPINDLE.

 microfarads.
do vary in size according to their
)nstruction has to be different for
citors, and mica types, are both
uitable for small capacity values.
r, range from small to fairly high
electrolytic type of capacitor is the
ruction. This looks like a paper
im body.
)rtant difference with an electroly-
xl positive or + and it must always
round in a circuit-positive side
side of the battery. It does not
connect other types of capacitors,

the value can be altered so as to
ig. 5 shows two main types.

ite large and is adjusted by a knob
Dut or closes a set of vanes spaced

ADJUSTING
SCREW

DISC CEMENTED TD
TOP OF SCREW NERD

REPLACE WITH
LONGER STREW

COMPRESSION
TRIMMER

Fig. 5

TAGS

Fig. 6

KNOB

WIPER
RESISTANCE

'TRACK

between a series of fixed vanes. The compression trimmer is
much smaller, about the size of a postage stamp, and it is
adjusted by turning the screw in the centre.

Although miniature vane type variable capacitors are
available, many small transistor sets use a compression
trimmer instead, which is quite cheap. To make this type of
capacitor easier to adjust the centre screw should be removed
and replaced with a longer one having the same thread.
The thread is almost always 6BA size. The longer screw
can be fitted with a knob or small disc, as shown, to make the
capacitor easy to adjust. The usual values of variable capacitors
used for tuning transistor radios is 0-250 pF or 0-500 pF.

Variable resistors (potentiometers)
A potentiometer has a circular metal case with a spindle

sticking out of its centre, and three small tags on the back for
making connections-fig. 6. It works like this:

Tag 1 is connected to tag 3 by a circular strip of resistance
material inside the body. Tag 2 connects to a wiper resting on
this strip, and its position can be altered by turning the spindle.
Thus if connections are made to tags 1 and 2 and the wiper is
turned as far to the left as possible, any current flowing will

17



Fig. 7

enter via tag 1 and then sr'
and tag 2. Turning the spin
and -out path now include:
which will reduce the curr
turned to the right the more

You can check this work
to a milliammeter and a 1.5
how the reading on the rr
turned one way (resistant'
spindle is turned the other \A

This property of varying tl
that a potentiometer can be
set. That, in fact, is all that t1
television set --just a potent

Diodes

A diode is a little glass en
of each end for making co

18

0-100 M11.4.10/4PS
001.1.4411.00ETE.10

raight out again through the wiper
idle to the right means that the in-
s a length of the resistance track,
ent flow. The further the wiper is
) resistance is in circuit.
;ing by connecting a potentiometer
volt battery, as shown in fig. 7. See
nilliammeter falls as the spindle is
e increasing); and rises when the
vay (resistance decreasing).
he current flowing through it means
used as a volume control in a radio

he volume control is on any radio or
tiometer.

welope with a thin wire sticking out
)nnections (See fig. 8). Inside is a

special crystal which has the property of being able to detect
radio signals-the working part of a crystal set, in fact.

The only thing you really need to know about it is that it works
only one way round. One end is marked +, or painted red. This
end is the one which assumes a positive voltage in a rectifying
circuit.

Almost any type of miniature crystal diode will work as a
detector in a transistor radio, and they are quite cheap com-
ponents-about 10p (2s.) to 121p (2s. 6d.) each. Suitable
type numbers to ask for are Mullard 0A70, 0A79, 0A81, 0A90,
0A91, GEC GEX34, BTH CG 10E, or equivalent.

Earphones and earpieces
Earphones or earpieces are used to listen to sets which do

not have enough power to operate a loudspeaker (See fig. 9).
You can, of course, also use an earpiece to plug into a loud-
speaker set for 'personal listening', in which case the power of
the set must be reduced. This can be done by turning the
volume control down; or automatically by building in an extra
resistance in the earpiece connection.

Headphones are most useful with crystal sets where the
volume is low as they block out other sounds around you. An
earpiece, which is plugged into one ear, is.much neater to use
with transistor sets which have more power, but still not enough
power to operate a loudspeaker.

Fig. 8

GLASS ENVELOPE

POSITIVE END
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Either come in two types -
High impedance earphone:
simpler circuits.

PROJECT

Buying a loudspeaker
The bigger the loudspec

drive it, but the better the ci(
transistor sets at a disadvar
power to drive a large low
components are added. Alf.
used with a small set.

The largest size of speal
radios is about 3 in. There ari
will not be as good. Also
speaker must match the set.
a loudspeaker for a transist(

20

TWO THIN STRANDED
INSDLATED 'ANISE LEADS
TWISTED To GENER

HEARING -AID
EARPIECE

E RPHONES
Fig. 9

-high impedance or /ow impedance.
s or ear pieces are always used on

Aker is the more power it needs to
uality of the sound will be. That puts
ntage. They do not develop enough
dspeaker, unless a lot of additional
so a large loudspeaker looks odd if

ker used with the simpler transistor
'e smaller ones, but their performance
the impedance or resistance of the

. The two important points in buying
or set are, therefore:

(i) Make sure that it is the correct 'match'.
(ii) Buy the most expensive miniature speaker of this value

you can afford. The more it costs, the better it should perform.
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PART FOUR

Learning abou
The types of transistors use'
size and shape shown in fi,
make and type number mar
thin wires emerging from c
transistor). These connect
transistor and it is very im)
correctly. If a transistor is co
be ruined.

The three elements are tl
collector (c). The collector
spot marked on the body (
collector lead, the other wire

Fig. 10

22

COLOU I
SPOT

COLA. ECII

(G)

it transistors
d in simple radio receivers are of the

10. The only identification is the
iced on the side (usually), and three
)ne end (actually the bottom of the
: to the three elements inside the
portant to be able to identify them
)nnected up wrongly, it will probably

he base (b) the emitter (e) and the
T wire (c) is identified by a paint
of the transistor. Having found the

can then be identified from fig. 10.

,RED
OLD TYPE

OR BASE EMITTER
(e)

BASE
(b) COLLECTOR

(c)

f1:1)2.oLOuseci,SPoT
EMITTER

(e)

SWITCH
SOH

3 VOLT
BATTERY

TRANSISTOR

100 OHM
RESISTOR

TRANSISTOR HOLDER Fig. 11

0-10 MILWIMPS
(NALIAmETER)

REPLACE METER
WITH PHONES 10
LISTEN TO
TRANSISTOR

There are in fact two types of transistor: PNP and NPN.
However, all the circuits in this book use PNP types.

PROJECT

Test your transistors
Fig. 11 shows a simple circuit for testing PNP transistors. It

could be used for NPN types simply by reversing the battery
connections. Using a transistor holder, various transistors can
be plugged in and easily removed. Start with both switches off.
Now switch on SW1: a very small reading should be obtained on
the meter. Now switch on SW2: a much larger reading should
be obtained. This larger reading gives an idea of the 'gain' of the
transistor: the higher the reading the higher the 'gain'. A very low
reading, less than 1 mA say, or no reading at all, would indicate
a 'dud' transistor.

If you have a number of transistors, bought cheaply as

23



'surplus' types, you can selE
this way. Those with the hi
formance in a radio set.
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ct the best ones by testing them in
ghest 'gain' will give the best per -

PART FIVE

Learning how to read
a circuit diagram
A 'plan' of a radio set is nearly always drawn out using symbols
for various components. You must learn these symbols which
are shown in fig. 12.

The other thing about a circuit 'plan' is that while it shows all
the components and how they have to be connected, it is not
usually possible to follow it directly as a 'wiring up' diagram.

There are several reasons for this. A circuit plan, or circuit
diagram it is usually called, is a theoretical design, drawn in

C C

--EllF-1215iSTOR

-( 0000 "-
COM

-1
BATTERY

VARNI6LE RESISTOR cApAciroR ELECTROLYTIC
(POTENTIOMETER) CAPACITOR VARIAALE

CAPACITOR

L

-7CTO-Tyr)
FAIL wiDI
IRON DUST COIL

PNP TRANSISTOR

DIODE

TR
a

NPN TRANSISTOR

±CONNECTooN
Pam*

NUNN. MIN
won

Fig. 12
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show all the components and
nected. The same design could
ys, with the components in differ -
wiring connections agreed with

.n it comes to layout components
properly on a baseboard, the

to cross each other far more than
One of the main things with a

a avoid crossing connections as
stakes in 'reading' the connections
is are drawn as symbols and not

you have to 'translate' the circuit
wiring diagram. Sometimes this

viring diagram is given in addition
wise you have to work it out for
difficult the more complicated the

o follow the layout of the circuit
:he positioning of the components.
anents out.
de how the components are to be
and what additional wiring may be
cuit.

tarting with a circuit drawing:
'iagram with a suitable layout and

AERIAL
FERRITE c°""
ROD

Fig. 13

C1=0-500 pF variable capacitor
C2=1 11F
C3= 8µF (electrolytic)
D= diode (0A70 or equivalent)

R1= 220Kfl
R2= 22Kfl
R3=100K0

TR1 and TR2= Mullard 0071
transistors (or equivalent)

Phones-high impedance type

(ii) Produce a working plan for mounting the components in
position and provide suitable connecting points for all the
soldered connections necessary.

Finally, you might want to fit the set in a cabinet or box. This
could have an effect on both (i) and (ii) above, to make the set
fit inside the size or shape of cabinet you had in mind.

Starting with a theoretical circuit
Fig. 13 is a theoretical diagram of a two -transistor receiver

showing all the components and their connections; and also the
values required for the various components. The only thing not
specified is the aerial coil 1-2-3-4. Since this is a simple set we
will make this instead of buying a ready-made one. The only
materials required are a 4 in. length of ferrite rod .* in. diameter
and some 38 gauge double silk and enamelled wire.

27

the simplest possible way tc
where they have to be con
be built in several different wa
ent positions, provided all the
the circuit diagram. Also whe
so that they can be mounte
wiring connections may have
shown on a circuit diagram.
circuit diagram, in fact, is tc

much as possible to avoid mis
required. Also the componen.
to scale size.

To build a set, therefore,
diagram in terms of a practice
is done for you-a separate \A
to the circuit diagram. Othen
yourself. This becomes more (
circuit is.

The main thing is to try tc
diagram as far as possible for t
If necessary spread the compc

It is also necessary to deck
mounted or held in position, a
necessary to complete the ciri

PROJECT

Make a plan
Two things you do when st
(i) Turn it into a wiring

positioning of components.
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PROJECT

Make an aerial coil

Start by winding a paper sle
gumstrip. This needs to be only
but wind with the gummed sid
stick to the rod (see fig. 14). r

gauge wire, each turn close u[
the ends of the coil in place wi
cut the ends of the wires to a ler

Using the same wire, wind a
one end, making it only 16 tip
wire with adhesive and cut off

The rest of the components
shop (where you get the ferrite

Since you aim to make the
diagram, you will need a base 1
ponents, with the ferrite rod at
length for the panel would be i
this space.

414)(16.1.01A
FERRITE ROD

GUMMED PAPEft
SLEEvE
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SO TURN
38 CROGE

Fii

)eve around the ferrite rod, using
y about three or four layers thick,
ie out so that the paper does not
Now wind on 50 turns of the 38
p against the one before it. Hold
ith a dab of adhesive or wax and
ngth of about 5 in. This is coil 1-2.
i second coil on top of the first, at
rns long. Secure the ends of the
to 5 in. length. This is coil 3-4.
are bought from a radio supply

rod and the 38 gauge wire).
wiring layout follow the circuit

panel 4 in. wide to take the corn -
one end. Assuming that a suitable
6 in. see how the components fit

IS OF
wiRE

g.14

16 -CORNS oF
39 CAKE WIRE.

6'"X 4'N'POIE-1- asE Fig. 15

PROJECT

Draw wiring layout
Draw a 6 in. x 4 in. rectangle on paper. Lay the aerial coil on

its ferrite rod at one end, and then the other component in
roughly the same position as in the circuit diagram (see fig. 15).
The odd component out is the variable capacitor (C1), but we
can place this at the top, as shown. There will be space for it
here and it will be in an easy position to connect to coil 1-2.

Now draw circles where all the connecting points come. These
would be logical positions for fixing a solder tag to the panel.
But we can save a bit of work. Five of the circles at the top come
in one line and all have to be connected together. We could use
one tag at each end and solder a bare wire between
them. The other three connections could then be made to this
wire, saving three tags. Black in only the end two connecting
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16 GAUGE TINNED
COPPER wiRE
dos PAR

SCRAP PqyOLIA
SHEET OR SALSA To
MOO/4T FERRITE ROD

points to mark as solder tag pw.
The same happens at the be

each end, connected by a lengt
circles in for solder tag positiol

We cannot save on any of
these in to show the further s
total of ten in all. This complete

PROJECT

Make the set
Fig. 16 shows the panel cut

take the ten solder tags. Each
using a 6BA brass bolt and
between the two tags at the tc
made from lengths of 16 gaugi
place. The ferrite rod can be
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BUS 134R

4"k e
P4ICas-o+ SwEET

SOLDER TAGS
BOLTED IN POSITION
WITH GOA BOLTS

Fig. 16

sitions.
ottom. A solder tag is needed at
:h of bare wire. Black the two end
ns.
the other positions, so black all
solder tag positions required-a
is our wiring -up plan.

to size, marked out and drilled to
.1 tag is then bolted in position
nut. The bare wire connections
)p, and the two at the bottom, is
e tinned copper wire soldered in

mounted on blocks cut from

scrap Paxolin sheet, or balsa. Glue these blocks to the main
panel, and then glue the rod on top, using Araldite or Bostik.
The variable capacitor (compression trimmer type) can also be
stuck to the panel with Araldite by its base.

Scrape about in. bare on each of the four aerial coil leads
bare of insulation. Solder 1 and 2 to the two tags of the tuning
capacitor C1. Coil lead 3 is soldered to the bottom copper wire
'bus bar'. Lead 4 is soldered to the first of the middle line of
solder tags.

Do not cut these wires short, but leave enough slack for the
aerial coil to be slid up and down the ferrite rod. This is necessary
to adjust the position of the aerial coil for best results.

To complete the wiring up, solder the other components in
place, one by one, between the solder tags, or solder tag and
bus bar, as shown. The battery connects to the two end tags, as
shown in fig. 17, and the phones (a high impedance deaf aid
earpiece should be used) to the top (negative) battery con-
nection and the tag to which the collector of TR2 is connected.

To get the set to work well, you may also need an aerial and
earth. The aerial can be a length of any thin wire-the longer
the better-which can be spread out around the room. The
earth is another length of wire connecting to a water pipe. Make
sure that the pipe is scraped clean and the wire is properly
connected to bare metal.

You should be able to work out from the circuit diagram
where to connect the aerial and earth wires. The aerial wire
connects to the tag on C1 connected to 1 on the aerial coil; and
the earth to the other tag on C1. It does not really matter which
way round these two wires are connected.

Try to get your set working without external aerial and earth
connections if you can. It is so much more convenient not
having these extra wires attached. Remember, if the signal is
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MOUNTING PIECES
FOR FERRITE ROD

FiI

heard only weakly it may be t
the wrong direction. This type
turn the set round and see if th
be a different 'best' position for

You will probably find, too,
if you slide the aerial coil up ar
position which gives the most
tuning control. Glue the coil to
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131K BAR

g. 17

that the ferrite rod is pointing in
of aerial is very 'directional', so

ie signal gets stronger. There will
the set to hear each station.
that you can hear more stations
nd down the ferrite rod. Find the
stations over the full range of the
the rod in this position.

J

NOTE: Do not solder with the battery on-the transistors may
'burn out'.

PROJECT

Make a cabinet
You can now make a simple cabinet to take the 'works'

complete with battery. In this case, connect a switch in one of
the battery leads to switch the set on and off. However, before
you think of finishing off the set in this way, we can improve on
this circuit and get better results, as described in the next part.
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PART SIX

How to make
advanced rece
Although the circuit describ,
limited to a battery voltage
battery is used there is a c
'thermally unstable' and pos.
one of the peculiar things ab
they get slightly warm, whic
through them increase. Thi
higher current flow, until i

become so high that the trar
'thermal instability'.

To prevent this, additiona
out heating effects and ma
stant current. Instead of c
transistor direct to the + ba
ted through a capacitor an
resistor is added on the base
base and + battery side. Thi
transistor to produce a 'stabi

Fig. 18 shows a circuit c
same as the circuit describ(
components to stabilise the
for some changes in compo
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6

a more
iver

led in Part Five works quite well it is
of about 3 volts. If a higher voltage
Unger of the transistors becoming
3sibly damaging themselves. That is
)out transistors. As they pass current
:h tends to make the current passing
is means more heating and a still
in the end the current value may
isistor burns itself out. This is called

I components are required to cancel
ike the transistor operate at a con-
onnecting the emitter lead of the
ittery side of the circuit it is connec-
id resistor in parallel. Also another
e side of the transistor between the
s treatment has to be applied to each
ilised' circuit.
iesign with this feature-really the

in Part Five, but with additional
two transistors. This has also called
'nest values.

Cl =0-500 pf variable capacitor
C2=8µF
C3=8µF
C4=8µF
C5=.001µF
C6=8µF
C7=30µF

Fig. 18

TR1 and TR2=Mullard OC 71
(or equivalent)

D= diode (0A70
or equivalent)

R1=3901(0
R2=3.3Kfl
R3=390Kil
R4=2.21a1
R5=47Kfl
R6=47012
R7=47Kfl
R8=470f1

At the same time some further components have been added
to improve the performance of the whole circuit-a capacitor
and resistor (C5 and R4) between the negative side of the
diode and positive battery side, and a capacitor (C7) across the
battery input.

These additional components will all fit in on the same base
panel as fig. 15. All we need is two additional solder tags
mounted on the panel, as shown shaded in fig. 19. You can
make this modification to the set already built in Part Five, or
start again with a new panel.

If you are going to modify the first set (Part Five) capacitor C2
and resistors R1, R2 and R3 must all be removed because they
are of different value in this new circuit.

Fig. 19 shows all the components in position for the new
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Fig. 19

circuit. The transistor emitti
additional solder tags fitted.
the additional components
'bus bar' for a common conr
obvious. No fewer than nir
bus bar, making a common

This time a higher voltagE
and this should further impr
should be able to tune in to
or more powerful stations
area where radio reception
get at least half a dozen stz
external aerial and earth.

Remember the trick of sli(
ferrite rod to find the best I:
to adjust the set. Here are
periments you can make wit
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TWO RODITIONSIL SOLDER TAGS

:er leads are now connected to the
. There is plenty of room to fit in all
required. The advantage of using a

section at the bottom of the circuit is
le connections are soldered to this
connection to battery positive.
a battery can be used (up to 9 volts)
ove the performance of the set. You
more stations, and hear the nearest

quite loudly. Unless you live in an
is very poor, you should be able to
)tions quite easily without using an

ding the aerial coil up and down the
)osition for reception. Do this again
some further adjustments and ex -

:h this circuit.

PROJECT

Change the aerial coil
Unsolder the aerial coil connections and remove the ferrite

rod and coil. Replace with a professionally made coil assembly
of similar size. Make sure that the coil you buy matches the
value of the variable capacitor C1. If not, you will have to
change this capacitor as well. A bought aerial coil should be

more efficient than the one you have made, so you should get
better results.

PROJECT

Try altering component values
Try disconnecting C5 and R4. The set may, or may not, work

better without these in the circuit. If there is no improvement, or
the result is worse, replace C5. Remove R4 entirely and try other
resistors of different value in its place. Since transistors can vary
quite a bit, you should be able to find a value which will give
the best performance with the transistors you are using.

Try disconnecting C7. Does this make any difference?

PROJECT

Fitting a volume control
Remove resistor R4 entirely and disconnect the lead on C2

which went to the same tag. Fit a small 10 kilohm potentiometer
on the panel in the space between C5 and R5 and connect up as
shown in fig. 20. Note that the potentiometer 'breaks' the circuit
at this point, the lead you disconnected on C2 now being
joined to the centre tag of the potentiometer.
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Fig. 20

This potentiometer will
Turning the spindle one NA.
the phones, and turning it t

PROJECT

Fitting a loudspeaker
Using a 9 volt battery, th

drive a miniature loudspe
speaker directly in place of
speakers are of low resista.
circuit. So you will need o
the loudspeaker-a 9:1 r

The loudspeaker should be
Mount the transformer c

nett the input terminals to
connected (see fig. 21). C
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I now work as a volume control.
vay will increase the sound level in
the other way will decrease the level.

tis set should have enough power to
aker. You cannot connect a loud -
the phones, however, as most such

nce type which will not 'match' the
ne additional component as well as
.atio miniature output transformer.
of 3 to 8 ohms resistance.
>n the panel alongside R3 and con -
the points where the phones were

.s.onnect the two tags on the loud-

speaker coil to the output terminals of the transformer. You
should then have a working loudspeaker radio. The transformer
must be connected the right way round or the transistor may be
damaged.

There is type of loudspeaker which you could connect
directly to the circuit in place of the phones (without using an
output transformer). This is known as a moving iron speaker.
Speakers of this type do not appear to be made nowadays, but
you can still find them from time to time on the 'surplus' market.

PROJECT

Fitting a tone control
We can add one further refinement to your radio-a tone

control. This requires two more components-a 10 kilohm

Fig. 21

gLi OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

3sa.... MIN1101n
OuDSPEAKER
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0-10K
POTENTIOMETER

PuT
>AMER

it,,e1AFCAPACITOR

"PUT
SIDE

Fig. 22

capacitor connected in series across
tput transformer, as shown in fig. 22.
)unt the potentiometer on the panel
tor C7 can be disconnected.
is potentiometer will vary the tone
. With both volume and tone con-
ontrols as most radios.

PART SEVEN

Try a trick circuit
The performance of a simple transistor radio can be improved by
a bit of electronic 'trickery' which makes part of the circuit do
two jobs. This can have the same effect as adding another
transistor stage, but without using any additional components.
Apart from saving on the number of components used, the
great advantage of this is that it enables you to build a miniature
receiver small enough to fit into a cabinet no larger than a
cigarette pack (or a bit larger if a speaker is fitted as well).

Fig. 23 is a circuit diagram of such a set which, although it
uses only one transistor, has the performance of a two -transistor
set. The aerial coil is the same as before, only this time the
ferrite rod should be cut down to 31 in. long. To do this, file a
nick around the 4 in. long rod 2 in. in from one end and break off.
The rest of the components are bought, except for 1.1 and L2.
These are special coils or chokes which are quite easy to make,
as shown in fig. 24.

PROJECT

Make your own coil
Buy two a in. diameter polystyrene coil formers. Cut two in.

diameter circles from stout card or very thin ply and pierce a 21 in.
diameter hole in the centre of each. Cement these two pieces on

41

OuTi
TRANSFC1

-SLIZ_SLZe

OUTPUT

SPEAKER

potentiometer and a 0.1 ELF
the input terminals of the out
There should be room to mo
between R2 and R3. Capacit

Turning the spindle of thl
heard from the loudspeaker
trols your set has as many c(
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Cl
R1 = 22KS2
R 4. 7/a2
R3= 3.31a1
R4= 221(11 TR = Mulla
R5=11(0

to the polystyrene coil former,
38 gauge double silk and ens
used for winding the aerial coi
until the space is completely
windings to the sides of the
length for making connection

Cut a panel 31- in. x 21 in.
base. Mark out and drill as she
spring clips (or plastic clips) f
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1=0-500 pF
2=.01
3=32pF

?
"

C4=47 pF
C5=.005
C6 =1011F
0= diode

Ord 0C44, 0C45, or (0A70 or
equivalent equivalent)

-N in. apart, as shown. Now wind
amelled wire (similar wire as you
il) on the 'bobbin' you have made
filled up. Secure the ends of the
bobbin, leaving about 2 in. free

)s.
. from in. sheet Paxolin for the
own in fig. 25. This time use small
'or holding the ferrite rod in place,

li

Fig. 24 IRON CORE

(ANTUSTA NM)

PM. COIL
FORIAER

DIA. DISCS

fastened to the panel with 6 BA bolts and nuts. Mount the seven
solder tags with 6 BA bolts and nuts and solder the two bus
bars of 16 gauge tinned copper wire in place, as shown in fig. 26.
The variable capacitor C1 is also mounted on the panel at this
stage, where shown.

Adding the various components is quite straightforward,
following the circuit diagram (see fig. 23). Fig. 27 shows all the

Fig. 25

IN.
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components soldered in placE
the circuit diagram, if you pref

The phones are a high impe
leads soldered to the top bus b
shown. You can also solder bz
bus bars, soldering the other
connector to fit a PP3. The bai
circuit. Make sure that you ge
the correct polarity as if the b
will damage the transistor.

PROJECT

Make a cabinet
A small cabinet about 41 i

deep, made in the form of a bo;
enough to house both the rad
the screw in the centre of the
the lid. Make a hole in the lid it

MOUNTING CLAP

Fig. 26
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PHONES

e. You can follow this instead of
er.
:dance deaf aid earpiece, with the
iar and one side of the choke LI, as
attery leads to the top and bottom
ends of these leads to a battery

ttery can then be plugged into the
n the battery leads wired up with
)attery is the wrong way round it

in. long by 31 in. wide and 1 in.
x from a in. sheet balsa, will be big
!io panel and the battery. Remove
tuning capacitor CI before fitting

mmediately above the centre of CI
S FOR FERRITE ROD

GAUGE
PPER
RE

.DER
WS

US BAR

Fig. 27

and replace the screw in CI, making sure that it is long enough to
project at least 4 in. above the top. Cement a disc on to the head
of the screw to act as a tuning knob. The earpiece leads can be
led out through a slot in the side of the cabinet. Finally fit a
switch at the battery end of the cabinet, cut one of the battery
leads and connect to the switch terminals for switching the
battery on and off. Yciu now have a miniature receiver which you
can carry round in your pocket.

PROJECT

Adjust the receiver
Tune in to a fairly loud station. Now turn the set so that the

sound level falls off, but you can still hear it comfortably. Using
an insulated screwdriver, adjust the core positions in coils L1
and L2, turning one way and then the other until the sound is a
maximum again. Adjustment of L1 will affect adjustment of L2,
so you may have to repeat this operation to get it right.
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PART EIGHT

A higher poweri
To get more power from the d
second transistor must be add
amplification. The theoretical d
in fig. 28. You will notice that
with TR2 added together with
vide stable working (the reason

Use the same size panel, anc
the same as fig. 25 with two mi

The components will be a lit
will all fit in as shown in fig
diagram for soldering the comp
the circuit diagram (fig. 28) a
'translating' circuit diagrams w
ponent layout diagram. This is
would do. Having prepared
diagram, he would then work o
the components in place. There
take this way.
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ed receiver
lesign described in Part Seven a
ied to provide another stage of
iiagram for this circuit is shown
this is the same circuit as before
resistors and a capacitor to pro -
for this is in Part Six).

d layout as fig. 29. This layout is
ore solder tags to take TR2.
the more crowded this time, but
r. 30. Instead of following this
onents in place, try to work from
Is this will give you practice in
ithout having to prepare a corn -
what an experienced radio man

basic layout from the circuit
inly from the diagram to connect

is less chance of making a mis-

V
AERIArc

REQUIRED

RI

0 R7 IIL

'rEARD4 w RetautaRa

Fig. 29
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AERIAL Root COI.
SHOWN OETRCHED

3

R6

TRI

C4

C3

RS

PROJ ECT

C7

Watch for mistakes
All radio constructors, hoo,

takes in wiring up from time
misread resistor value from
of the wrong value gets conne
As a result the set may work,
work at all. Checking the conr
fault is in this case.

One way of avoiding this
resistor by its colour code and
for the circuit, R1, R2, etc. TIT
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CAR MGR
OR ORDRES

- cl VOLT
AMWAY.

INSERT SWIMS IN
ONE BATTERY LEAD

Fig. 30

'ever experienced, do make mis-
to time. A common mistake is to
its colour code, so that a resistor
Icted into some part of the circuit.
but not very well-or it may not
motions will not show where the

is to identify the value of each
then mark on the resistor number
ere is hardly enough room to put

this number clearly on the body of the resistor, so mark on a
piece of gummed paper which is then stuck to the resistor. You
can then pick up the right resistor each time, and tear off the
paper before (or after) you have soldered it in place.

The set described in this Part should be powerful enough to
work almost anywhere without an external aerial and earth
connections. It will be quite 'directional', so it must be turned
to get the in the best position for receiving any one station
at maximum volume. Turning the set in this way can also be
used as a form of volume control, making it unnecessary to fit a
separate potentiometer as a volume control. If you want a
volume control, replace R4 with a 10 kilohm potentiometer.

PROJECT

Loudspeaker working
A balanced armature speaker can be connected in place of

the phones to give loudspeaker listening, although the volume
will be fairly low. Alternatively you can connect a 3 ohms loud-
speaker to the output side of a 9:1 output transformer connected
in place of the phones, as described in Chapter Six.

Do not expect too much in the way of loudspeaker per-
formance from a small two -transistor set, though. You will
certainly get better listening with a deaf -aid earpiece.
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PART NINE

High performa
A circuit diagram of a three -
design is shown in fig. 31. TI
that of many domestic radii
same sort of 'trick' circuit a!
and Eight, but with the add
working an 80 ohm loudspE
transformer.

Here is a full list of compo
Resistors
R1 50kg linear potentiometer
R2 560k LI
R3 51(11 log potentiometer
R4 4.7k0
R5 150kil
R6 10kfl
R7 2 2k0

Capacitors
C1 12pF
C2 365pF Jackson type 01
C3 0.021F Mullard C296AA,A220
C4 100pF
C5 14F ,16V Mullard C426AM/E10
C6 330pF

Transistors and Diode
TR1 Mullard AF117
TR2 Mullard 0071

The aerial coil for this sei
and L3, made on a Mullard F
are made from 46 gauge dc
need two different types of
other 3 strand.
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ince
transistor radio receiver of advanced
he performance of this set is equal to
o sets costing a lot more. It has the
s used in the designs in parts Seven
litional transistor stage is capable of
.aker direct without using an output

ments required:

R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14

C7
C8
C9
C10
C11

33k0
An 0
1 .51d1

4700
6800
1000
100

10pF,16V
40,1F ,16V

100uF /4V
40pF,16V

320/tF/2.5V

TR3 Mullard 0081
D1 Mullard 0A70

Mullard C426AM / El 0
Mullard C426AM/E40
Mullard C426AM /8100
Mullard C426AM!E40
Mullard C426AM,A320

t consists of three windings, L1, L2
X2367 ferrite slab. All the windings
)uble cotton covered wire, but you
this wire-one 12 strand, and the

C.

C3

Fig. 31

1123

RI3

Ru

4-
CII

R

1

Make the coils
Make winding L1 first, using the 12 strand wire. Wind 60

turns on the ferrite slab. Winding L2 consists of 3 turns only of
3 strand wire, wound on top of the first four turns of L1 at one
end. this end of the coil is the 'earth' end for connection in the
circuit. Winding L3 consists of 4 turns of 3 -strand wire, again
wound on top of section L1, but this time fin. in from L2.

The other winding that has to be made is the coil, L4. Make
up a coil bobbin just like fig. 24 and wind on 100 turns of
3 -strand wire. All the other items in the circuit are standard
components that you can buy.
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PROJECT

Your own design
This time, no layout diag

Work this out for yourself, i

can bus bars for the to,
lines, noting that the top bus
pieces joined by R7. If you p
the other connecting points
will give you a satisfactory b

If ydu have connected al
set should work as soon as th
on. It will be directional aga
adjust for best performance
volume listening to a partic
control down until the sound
of the coil L4, screwing it
volume. The set is then align

PROJECT

For better listening

(i) Fit a tone control co
speaker tags (see Part Six):

(ii) Replace the loudspei
transformer and use a 3 ohrr
listening. (You may find it dif
for connecting directly into
solution in this case).
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Tram or component layout is given.
it should not be very difficult. You
p and bottom common connection
s bar will have to be in two separate
flan a solder tag position for each of
shown on the circuit diagram this

)asic layout to work from.
ll the components up properly, the
le battery is connected and switched
lin (all ferrite rod aerials are), so to
first line the set up for maximum

.ular station. Then turn the volume
is quite weak. Now adjust the core

in or out, until you get maximum
ied for best performance.

)nnected directly across the loud-

aker with an 18:1 miniature output
loudspeaker. This may give better

ficult to get an 80 ohm loudspeaker
this circuit, so this is an alternative

PART TEN

How to make your own
printed circuits
The printed circuit has almost entirely replaced 'wired up' cir-
cuits in professional radio construction. They are quite easy to
make, the main problem being the design of the circuit rather
than actually making it.

Printed circuit base material consists of copper foil-two,
three or five thousandths of an inch thick (or in some cases
thicker) bonded to a thermoset plastic base of suitable thick-
ness-e.g. typically in. thick for general work. The base
material may be laminated or reinforced phenolic (most com-
mon in this country) or polyester reinforced with glass fibre
(generally favoured in America and now coming more to the
fore in this country). The type of base material is not of primary
importance, provided it has the necessary electrical qualities of
being a stable non-conductor and has the necessary rigidity
and physical strength to act as a chassis plate. It must also be a
suitable material for taking the bonded copper surface layer and
be capable of being drilled or punched to accommodate com-
ponent leads, etc. The main advantage of a glass fibre board
over 'Paxolin' or a similar material is that it is translucent and so
it is possible to see the printed circuit pattern of 'lands' from the
other side of the board, making it easier to locate components
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ons when checking. On the other
re usually more expensive and are
used for hole -making are readily

equent replacement or resharpening.

variably bought in panels which can
One face of these panels is coated
on this face that the actual circuit
ching. This involves transferring a
the copper, coating all copper areas

i suitable resist and then immersing
etch or dissolve away the remaining
st is then removed with a solvent,
panel can be prepared for corn-
, etc.
thin the scope of the amateur en -
la printed circuit plan or designing a
,quivalent to a theoretical circuit
;:an become quite an involved busi-
standard radio designs, etc., are
nponent form for home assembly,
d circuit, ready drilled as necessary.
t of time and effort, and is a point of
perienced constructor is likely to go
sentials of printed circuit design, in
:y with component sizes, so that
r leads properly match the compo-
-with each component arranged in
Ily and electrically. Unlike ordinary
onductors cannot be crossed over

Complex circuit
The typical superhet circuit is relatively complex and, without

experience in printed circuit layout, can present an almost
unsolvable problem as to how all the necessary conductors can
be arranged on a single plane. In general, however, the layout
should follow basically the same physical disposition as the
theoretical circuit. Where this diagram itself includes crossing
conductors it may well be of considerable help to see if it can be
replanned so that these are eliminated. If this proves physically
impossible, and a solution cannot be found by altering the dis-
position of the components, it may be necessary to terminate
certain connections on the printed circuit lands and inter-
connect to cross other lands with an insulated jumper wire.
While this may be considered bad design, it is perfectly suitable
for one-off or amateur construction Components themselves
can be used for bridging over adjacent conductors.

The current -carrying capacity of conductors varies with foil
thickness, but, since the current values in transistor receiver
circuits are invariably low, conductor size is unlikely to be
critical, although recommended minimum figures should be
adhered to.

Minimum recommended conductor width is .* in., with at
least 32 in. clear spacing between adjacent conductors to
reduce the possibility of accidental shorts of 'bridging' between
conductors when soldering. The drawing should also allow for a
minimum spacing of at least 3s in. between the outside con-
ductor and the edge of the printed circuit board.

Where holes have to be drilled to take component leads, the
hole diameter should closely match the lead size-e.g. with a
typical resistor lead of 0.028 in. (22 s.w.g.) the corresponding
hole diameter should be at least* in. or No. 67 drill. Sufficient
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Etching the pattern
Printed circuit stock is in\
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when the printed circuit
ponent assembly by drilling,

All this work is well wit
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design, although the latter c
ness. Alternatively, many
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including a complete printe'
This latter feature saves a lo'
design on which the less ex
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fact, is complete familiarit
mounting holes or holes fo
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Fig. 32

i be provided around each hole for a
;fig. 32). Holes should be correctly
it leads, allowing for a 'finger bend'
ide of the component, according to
;al assembly is to be used (fig. 33).
Ted except where a minimum size
iical mounting of resistors, etc., will
ea. At no point, however, should
'toles be less than twice the laminate
less than 8 in. on standard laminate).
re that where conductors join at an
)e faired in with a generous fillet,
at the joint and making the copper

Iso do not leave unnecessarily wide
:onductors. These may be subject to
lsion, with the result that the copper
Either cut down the outline of such
area with slots to be etched away.

This is not so important on low -voltage circuits, but on mains
circuits no copper area of more than about one square inch
should be left 'solid'.

PROJECT

Trace from master drawing
For professional work the printed circuit design is usually

prepared as a master drawing two or three times actual size-
and sometimes to a very much larger scale where a complex
circuit is being designed to be accommodated within mini-
mum area. This is then photographically reduced and printed or
otherwise transferred to the laminate. For amateur work an
accurate tracing is usually made off an actual -size master
drawing, transferred on to the laminate (copper face) with
carbon paper. Simple circuits can be drawn directly on to the
copper with a lead pencil. All the land areas are then carefully
painted in with cellulose paint (or resist ink, as preferred) and
allowed to dry. The panel is then ready for etching.

ALLOW FOR
FINGER SENDS

A % %

CORRECT ROLE
SPACING

WRAP

MIN MUM
SPACING

Fig. 33

GENEROUS SPACING
FOR TRANSISTORS
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PROJECT

Start from scratch

Although the majority o
built from professionally ma'
preparing a laminate will bE
may prefer to work to their o,
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outlines. At the same time rr
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which may take an hour or m
minutes with resist inks.
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t and rubbing dry with a clean cloth.
through corrosion, use a domestic

ip bright clean.
hold the panel under a tap, copper
run on to it. If the water wets the

thly over it, the surface is clean and
les of copper stay dry these are still
further cleaning.

e printed circuit pattern is drawn or
ulose paint or resist ink should then
land areas, using a ruling pen for
ish to fill in and complete the wider
iattern may be painted on, if prefer -

be somewhat more ragged. Avoid
t or resist, as this may overrun the
take sure that all the land areas are
pattern should then be left to dry,
ore with cellulose paints or 10 to 15

The solution normally used for etching is ferric chloride mixed
with a little hydrochloric acid, or straight dilute nitric acid. The
former is generally preferred since it does not 'gas' as much as
the acid alone, but either will be equally effective. The etching
solution is poured into a suitable shallow container, such as a
plastic sandwich case or tray and the laminate slid into it to
immerse. Rate of etching will depend on the temperature of the
etching solution and also the degree of agitation. Thus at a tem-
perature of 50 °F a ferric chloride bath will etch the copper at a
rate of about 1 thou. in 20 minutes-or nearly an hour to etch
3 -thou. foil. At 70 °F the rate of etching is increased to about 10
minutes per thou., and at 100 °F is almost twice as active again.
The etching rate can also be increased by gentle agitation, e.g.
moving the board gently backwards and forwards in the bath, or
gently rocking the container to swill the etching solution from
end to end. Acid can be dangerous: use it with great care.

Etching should be allowed to proceed until all traces of
copper have disappeared from the surface. The board can then
be removed and rinsed under running water to remove any
traces of etchant. The paint or resist ink covering the lands is
then removed either with a solvent (e.g. cellulose thinners in the
case of cellulose paint) or a cleaner (in the case of resist inks).
After this, again wash and dry the board, when it is ready for
drilling.

Three basic rules must be observed when drilling printed
circuit panels:

(i) Always use a sharp drill (preferably a new drill, or one
which has been resharpened prior to use).

(ii) Always drill from the copper side (i.e. with the copper
face uppermost).

(iii) Always use a backing of hard material underneath the
panel to prevent the drill tearing the Paxolin when it emerges.
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PART ELEVEN

Building from
A number of firms suppl
These are nearly always bas
already made and drilled. BI
of inserting component leac
and soldering them in pla
identification letters for the
as well, to make the job eve
necessary to complete the

One type of radio receiv
assembly. This is the superh
to almost any other type
radios, for example, are sup

Unfortunately, the superl
the use of special transfori
aligned to get the set to w
plicated process. The super
for home construction-ex
contain pre -aligned transfo
circuit panel, and complete
set and getting it to work p

Kits of this type are not
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kits
y kits for building radio receivers.
ied on a printed circuit panel which is
uilding the set is then simply a matter
is through the right holes in the panel
ice. In some kits, the position and
components are printed on the panel
!n easier. Kits contain all components
set, and sometimes even a cabinet.
ler which is particularly suited to kit
pet, which has a superior performance
of receiver. Practically all domestic
ierhets.
het is a complicated circuit, requiring
mers which have to be adjusted or
'ork at all. This can be quite a com-
rhet, therefore, is not a suitable type
rcept in kit form. A superhet kit will
mers, a finished and drilled printed
instructions both for assembling the

)roperly.
expensive. They cost from about £5

upwards, and are well worth the money. Buying the compo-
nents separately would cost almost as much and you would
have all the trouble of planning a layout and aligning the set.

There is quite a choice of types and designs, and most are
supplied with professional made cabinets to take the works.

PROJECT

Make it simple
Buy a simple superhet kit for a start and get it working. Then

save up for a more elaborate kit, and build that. It could very
well give a better performance than professionally made radios
costing twice as much.
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POSSIBLE CAREERS
BROADCASTING -SOUND AND TELEVISION. There are opportunities with

the B.B.C. for graduates in engineering, and for technical operators, who require good '0'
levels, including English Language, mathematics and physics, as well as for technical
assistants, who need 'A' -level or equivalent mathematics or physics. There is very little
direct entry from school. The Independent Television Authority employs staff ranging from
engineers -in -charge to technical assistants, who must be not less than 20 years old and
have had practical telecommunications or electronics experience, with a Higher National
Certificate or Technological Certificate.

Write to: The Engineering Recruitment Officer, B.B.C. Broadcasting House, London
W.1; The Personnel Officer, Independent Television Authority, 70 Brompton Road, London
S.W.3.

RADIO ENGINEERING. Entry to a career in radio and electronics engineering is at
several different levels. You can begin as a university graduate or professional engineer
employed in research, development or production. Then there is the technician level,
covering servicing, maintaining and repairing equipment, for which you need '0' levels in
English, mathematics and at least one science subject. Finally, there are skilled craftsmen
who train on a five-year apprenticeship and become toolmakers, electricians or radio
mechanics.

Read: C in Radio and Electronics Engineering (from the Institution of
Electronics and Radio Engineers, 9 Bedford Square, London W.C.1; Electrical and
Electronic Engineering-a Professional C (1s. 6d. from the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, London W.C.2); Radio and Television Servicing,
Choice of Careers Booklet No. 66 (from bookselleis or Her Majesty's Stationery Office).

Write to: Education Officer, Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers. 9 Bedford
Square, London W.C.1, for a complete list of colleges offering suitable courses in radio and
electronics.
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COMPUTERS
057 Build your o

Computer

COOKERY
058 How to Coo
059 Make your 0

Bread and C
060 Foreign Coo
061 Toffee and

Making
062 Outdoor Coc
063 Party Cooker

CRYSTALLOGR
064 Grow your o

Crystals

DANCING
065 The Joy of C
066 How to be a

Ballet Dance

DRESSMAKING
AND DESIGN
067 Make your o

Clothes
068 Make your o

Fancy Costal
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iweet
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EXPLORING
069 Exploring a Village
070 Exploring a Town
071 Exploring your

Neighbourhood
072 Exploring the

Countryside
073 Exploring a River
074 Exploring a Wood
075 Exploring the

Seashore
076 Exploring an Island
077 Exploring a Seaport
078 Exploring a Church
079 Exploring a Castle
080 Exploring a Railway

System
081 Exploring an Airport
082 Exploring Television
083 Exploring a Theatre
084 Exploring London
085 Exploring

Westminster Abbey
086 Exploring the Towel

of London
087 Exploring the

British Museum

FIRST AID
088 First Steps in

First Aid

FURNISHING
AND DECORATION
089 Decorate anu

Furnish your own
Room

GARDENING
090 Make your own

Flower Garden
091 Make your own

Rock Garden
092 Make your own

Fruit Garden
093 Make your own

Vegetable Garden
094 Make your own

Indoor Gardens
095 Make your own

Garden Furniture
096 Make your own

Garden Pond

GEOGRAPHY
097 The Landscape of

Britain
098 The Sea Around Us

GYMNASTICS
099 How to be a

Gymnast

HISTORY
100 Tracking down

History
101 Tracing the Famous

and the Infamous
102 Trace your Family

Tree
103 History in your own

Home

LITERATURE
104 Build your own

Library
105 Write your own

Shorn Story
106 Write your own

Novel
107 Write your own

Poetry

MAGIC
108 How to be a

Conjuror

MAPPING
109 How to Read Maps

MATHEMATICS
110 Mathematics in

Time and Space
111 Mathematics for the

1970s

METALWORK
112 Working with Metal
113 Making Metal

Ornaments and
Jewellery

METEOROLOGY
114 How to be a

Weather Man

agromiamoe inn. C. 44

MICROSCOPES
AND TELESCOPES
115 Make your own

Microscope
116 Simple Experiments

with Microscopes
117 Further Experiments

with Microscopes
118 About Telescopes

MOTHERCRAFT
119 How to boa Little

Mother

MUSIC
120 How to Enjoy

Music
121 How to be a

Musician
122 Make your own

Musical Instruments
123 Learn to Play a

Guitar
124 Build your own

Record Library

OUT OF DOORS
125 Build a Base Camp
126 Adventure Trails
127 Climbing Rocks
128 Climbing Mountains
129 Survival Out of

Doors

PALAEONTOLOGY
130 Bea Foss.' Hunter

PETS
131 You and your Cal
132 You and your Dog
133 Keeping Cage Birds
134 Keeping Smaller Pets
135 Your own Home

Aquarium

PHOTOGRAPHY
136 How to take Pictures
137 Your own Darkroom
138 Making a Movie
139 Fon with Table -top

Photography

POTTERY
140 Working with Clay
141 Things to make in

Pottery

PRINT
142 How to Run a

Newspaper
143 Be your own Printer
144 Bind your own

Books

PUPPETRY
145 Make your own

Puppets
146 Make your own

Puppet Theatre

RADIO
147 Build your own

Crystal Set
148 Build your own

Transistor Radio

-RIDING
149 Your own Horse

or Pony
150 Learn to Ride
151 Riding for Sport

SAILING
152 Build your own Boat
153 Sail your own Boat
154 Build your own

Canoe
155 Small Boat Racing

SCIENCE
156 A Laboratory in the

Home
157 Experiments with

Heat
158 Experiments with

Light
159 Experiments with

Sound
160 Experiments with

Magnetism
161 Experiments with

Electricity
162 Experiments with

Solids
163 Experiments with

Liquids
164 Experiments with

Gases
165 Experiments with

Mechanical Power
166 The World in a

Spadeful of Earth
167 Be an Inventor

SPACE
168 The Young Space

Traveller
169 Mapping the

Night Sky

SPORT
170 How to Keep Fit
171 Play Better Soccer
172 May Better Cricket
173 Play Better Tennis
174 Play Better Rugger
175 Play Better Golf
176 Play Better

Basketball
177 Play Better

Water Polo
178 Play Better Table

Tennis
179 Play Bolter Hockey
180 Success in

Ice Skating
181 Improve your

Fencing
182 Archery and

Bow Making

SWIMMING
183 HEN... to Swim
184 How to Swim Faster
185 Survival in the Water
186 How to Dine

THE THEATRE
187 Learn to Act
188 Write a Play
189 Stage a Play

TOYS AND MODELS
190 Models and their

Materials
191 Making Dolls and

Dressing Them
192 Making Soft Toys
193 Making Model

Aircraft
194 Making Model Ships
195 Making a Model

Village
196 Making working

Models
197 Making Model Cart
198 Build a Model

Railway
199 Making Toys from

Wood

WEAVING
200 Adventures in

Weaving


